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Abstract

Much reference has confirmed that physical fitness activities has great effects on

health improvement; however, intellectually disabled persons are obviously with

difficulties in participating in such activities due to their limited physical capabilities,

cognition development, and sensorimotor dysfunction, which results in the fact that

rarely have they got the opportunity to be involved in these kind of activities. As a

consequence, it is with great importance to design and adjust appropriate physical

fitness activities to fit intellectually disabled persons' abilities and needs, so the

feasibility of their participation in such activities can be improved.

An important role of occupational therapist is analysis of the client’s functional

performance within different environments to identify the client’s strengths and

limitation. We determine where limitations are attributable to client’s intrinsic skills

and characteristics, external factors in the environment, or a combination of intrinsic

and external variables. When designing activities, we set activity procedures and

objectives for group or individual according to intrinsic and external factors that may

affect the results.

The aim for this report is to design a set of group physical fitness activities that

is effective and implemental for adult with intellectual disability, so the target

individual can improve his or her health fitness and physical skills. Furthermore, the

group activity is to increase their social interactions and opportunities to exercise

without using massive manpower.

Materials and Method

※Target Individuals

The target individuals are 20 residents in an institution for adults with



intellectual disability in Taipei; the average age is 37.5, from 16 to 48; the disabilities

include 14 individuals with intellectual disability, 2 with autism, 2 with Down

syndrome, 1 with visual combining intellectual disability, and 1 with auditive

combining intellectual disability.

※ Interviews and Evaluation

Firstly, we interviewed 14 caregivers in the institution to understand why

physical fitness activities can not be executed. 93% interviewees (13 persons) indicate

that targets are not able to understand the instruction and complete or imitate the task;

85% interviewees (12 persons) express that more than one caregiver is required to

instruct the target; 71% interviewees (10 persons) say that targets are not able to

exercise effectively or they are reluctant to participate in these activities.

Occupational therapist further evaluates the reasons that influence targets to

participate in these activities. 93% of targets (15 persons) are due to their

sensorimotor dysfunction, including tactile defensiveness, gravitational insecurity,

defensiveness in auditory system, difficulty in adjusting arousal level, and muscle

tone and motor-praxis dysfunction, which result in limited ability in weight shifting,

environment adjustment problem, and difficulties in participation in activities. In

addition, 45% targets (9 persons) are due to their difficulty in interaction with others

that result in their reluctance in the activities, including inappropriate attention calling

behaviors and limited cognition and acquisition abilities. 40% targets (8 persons) are

because of their emotion-behavior problem that affects their participation in these

activities.

※ Program development

-- Application of sensory stimulation

Due to the problems that influence residents’ willingness of participating in

the activities, including sensory stimulation into these activities would help



residents to adjust their arousal level, increase their physical awareness, lower their

feelings of pressure because of the changes of environment, and enhance their

coping behaviors, such as the tactile, proprioceptive , auditory and visual

stimulation.

-- Analysis of the activities

The program is developed on the basis of cognition, motor skills, and

environmental and systems analysis. When considering residents’ cognitive abilities,

we apply movement they are familiar with and equipments they are fond of as

media, and set individual objectives according to their abilities and limitations.

When considering motor skills, we set up appropriate physical environment, design

suitable content of the activities, and set activity aims, and by setting appropriate

activity aims we guide and assist residents to participate in the activities to reach

our goals. At last, when considering scenario meanings, we use peer participation

and the concept of play to encourage residents’ involvement in the activities.

-- Planning and arrangement of physical environment

We use the present space, equipment, and facility of the institution skillfully.

Depending on the activities, suitable music would be included. Furthermore,

comfortable room temperature would be provided in order to increase residents’

willingness in participation and attention span. The validity of movement and

efficiency in exercise would also be improved.

-- Planning and arrangement of human environment

Before execution, we should communicate with the caregiver regarding to the

content of the activities, the individual objectives and the activity objectives. And

caregiver should be invited to participate in the activity. By the arrangement of the

team and the task, residents would be provided with the opportunity to learn and

interact with others.



※Execution of the program

The physical fitness group was held 90 minutes a time, twice a week from

June to December of 2004. Every time after the execution, discussion with the

caregiver would be held in order to give suggestions and alternation of the activity;

by doing so, appropriate changes can be made based on individual’s needs. The

activities of physical fitness were divided into three parts- warm up, main activity,

and cool down.

-- warm-up

Warm-up takes about 20 minutes. For residents’ safety and caregivers’

efficiency in instruction, every one is seated and a circle is formed. Using closed

space residents’ attentions can be drawn.

Regarding to the content of the activities, we firstly ask the residents to move

the chairs and desks by themselves so they can have the sense that the scenario is

altered and their arousal level is adjusted, and their body awareness is increased.

Caregivers are asked to massage residents’ extremities and back; by doing so, we

use the tactile stimulation to decrease residents’ pressure due to the change of

environment, increase their coping behaviors and adaptability to activities. At the

same time, a singing-reading activity is proceeded; by doing so, we use regular

auditory stimulation to increase residents’ attention span, and we also use the

application of play activities to promote their participation.

Next, we proceed with ball passing activity by using arms and legs or

movement imitation activity, so body and extremities are warming up to adapt to

the coming main activity. By doing so, residents’ muscle strength, movement

imitation ability, and social interaction ability can be improved. At the same time

we also use music with louder volume and faster tempo to increase residents’ alert

level. Besides, residents are familiar with ball, and ball passing is one of their



common leisure time activities. Since they are familiar with the equipment and the

activity, they are able to understand the objectives of the target movement easily.

Also, the efficiency of caregivers’ instruction can be improved, so the achieving

rate of the target movement can be increased.

After the activity, we ask the residents to put away the chair by themselves,

so they can prepare for the change of scenario and involve in the coming main

activity.

-- Main activity

Main activity takes about 50 minutes. Residents put their hand on another

resident’s shoulders to form a line, and fast-walking activity proceeds. By doing so,

peers can interact with and influence each other, and their sense of participation can

be increased. Besides, the efficiency of caregivers’ instruction can be improved.

In addition, caregivers should pay extra attention to residents who may easily fall or

their symptom of seizure may easily break out, so the safety of the activity can be

maintained.

Regarding to the content of the activities, residents’ physical fitness, muscle

strength, and their social interaction ability are improved by fast-walking activity.

Using play activities such as bridging and striding, residents’ ability of eye-hand

coordination, their ability of weight shifting, and their ability of motor planning are

improved. Furthermore, their social interaction opportunities and skills are

increased. Play activities also raise residents’ interests in participation and improve

their attention towards the activities. At the same time, in order to increase

residents’ arousal level and their validity of movement , music with louder volume

and faster tempo and objects residents are familiar with are used in the activity.

-- Cool down

Cool down takes about 20 minutes, participants are seated and a circle is



formed to proceed the activity.

Regarding to the content of the activities, residents’ extremities and back are

massaged so their arousal level is adjusted. Then we proceed to stretching activity

so residents’ flexibility of their joints and muscle can be improved. Combining with

soft and relaxing music, residents’ intensive emotion can be released. At last,

residents are asked to rearrange the chairs and the desks for the preparation of the

next session.

Result

After six months of execution, caregivers are interviewed again. Caregivers

pointed out that several abilities of the participants are improved, including their

social interaction ability, physical fitness, muscle strength, and instruction obedience

ability. Regarding to physical fitness, care worker of the institute also expressed that

participants’ chances of affecting with cold are decreased, the symptoms are lighten,

and the recovery rate are improved.

During activity, number of residents who need massive physical assistance

decreases from 70% to 30%; number of residents who are influenced by tactile

defensiveness decreases from 35% to 5%; number of residents with high validity of

movement increases from 35% to 75%. All participants can cooperate with the

activities procedure in the main activity and achieve the goal of aerobic exercise.

Participants have developed good social interaction relations with other peers.

They assist or ask for instructor to help peers instead of performing inappropriate

physical movement or repelling others. Frequency of some self-injury and

self-stimulation behaviors is lower, and this kind of behaviors does not obstruct with

the proceeding of the ongoing activity.

Conclusion

Developing good communication and interaction with caregivers and well



evaluation of the case as well as the environment are important factors of building up

successful occupational therapy. After intervention of occupational therapy, factors,

such as considering individual differences of residents, available equipments and the

environment, distribution of manpower, accessible resources, and appropriate

application of sensory stimulation, well-established analysis of activities and

arrangement of nonhuman and human environment, are important in improving

residents’ participation of these activities and effectiveness of their participation.


